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Ex. 1 

1. present participle: b, c, d and f (in b, having finished = present perfect form); past participle: a and e 
2. past participle 
3. having done 
4. yes 

 
Ex. 2 

1. the boat   2. Being      3. both 
4. climbing   5. this story is one of my favourites   6. Blamed 

 
Ex. 3 

1. Walking   2. learning   3. Taught/ Having been taught   4. Having learnt 
 5. qualifying   6. Having been caught 
 
Ex. 4 

1. knowing much about animals 
2. making sure (that) 
3. Hit by the car/Having been hit by the car 
4. performed in 2005 
5. since she is totally fearless 
6. fearing (that) there was no solution/ fearing no solution would be found 
7. Not being able to see where/Being unable to see where 
8. given the chance to play 

 
Ex. 5 (Example answers, but you can provide your own) 

2. what do you still find hard? 
3. what do you do to relax your muscles? 
4. do you prefer making notes or doing practice papers? 
5. how do you pass the time? 
6. what do you do together? 
7. how do you get someone’s attention? 
8. are you still interested in politics? 
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Ex. 1 

1a. clear = obvious 
1b. clear = without clouds, rain, etc. 
2a. fair = pleasant and not raining 
2b. fair = reasonable/just 
3a. cover = put (something) over (something) 
3b. cover = travel a certain distance 
4a. pick up = gain or improve (pick up speed = accelerate) 
4b. pick up = meet and take somebody (in a vehicle) 
5a. since = from (a point in time) until now 
5b. since = because 

 
Ex. 2 

1. e  2. f  3. a  4. d  5. g  6. c  7. b (point is a verb here) 
 
 
 
 



Ex. 3 
1. understand your argument 
2. say what you want to say quickly and precisely 
3. made a convincing argument 
4. failed to understand the argument 
5. about to 
6. partly but not completely 
7. have a strong argument (but I don’t necessarily agree with it) 
8. a time/place/stage when you have to continue something because you can’t stop and go back or start it 

again 
 
Ex. 4 

1. spot   2. tip   3. account   4. hard 
5. clear   6. break  7. draw   8. catch 
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Ex. 1 

1. b, e   2. c, d   3. a, f 
 
Ex. 2 

1. F   2. F   3. T 
 
Ex. 3  

1. Struck   2. Walking   3. Having spoken   4. Having played  
5. Confused  6. Distracted   7. Picking    8. Watched 

 
Ex. 4 

1. Having been told that   2. Not wanting to look silly   3. Worried by poor ticket sales 
4. Hoping to make a good impression  5. After being chosen to play  6. When using this cleaner on  
7. Having woken up late, Miranda was   8. After winning the tennis match easily 

 
Ex. 5 

1. I was determined to improve my game after watching the match on TV.  
2. By 8 pm I’ll have been working for eight hours. 
3. Having been left in the sunshine, the ice cream quickly melted. 
4. (correct)  
5. (correct)  
6. We can’t afford to buy a new car, although our old one keeps breaking down.  
7. I can learn to drive now, being seventeen.  
8. After giving out/having given out a test, the teacher left the classroom for five minutes. 
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Ex. 1 

2. You’ve proved your point.  3. Can you get to the point?  4. I was on the point of calling you.  
5. I agree up to a point.  6. You’ve missed the point. 

 
Ex. 2 

1. tip   2. account  3. draw  4. hard   5. clear   6. break 
 
Ex. 3 

2. tip   3. break  4. account  5. hard   6. clear 
 
Ex. 6 

1. mark  2. ran   3. match  4. even   5. order 


